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7 DAYS 6 NIGHTS HUALIEN LEGENDARY TOUR (SIC)
MIN 2 TO GO (DEPART EVERY WEDNESDAY)

ITINERARY
Day 1 WED Departure✈Taipei
HOTEL: Tomorrow Hotel or similar
Upon arrival, transfer to Tipei County- After check in, free at own leisure.

Day 2 THU Taipei- Yilan (B/L)
HOTEL: Hotel J or similar
Jiufen～Hsueshan Tunnel～Samsung onion cake DIY～The Golden Car Whisky～King Car Orchid Garden
～Luodong Night Market
Jiufen: Once the mountain town abandoned after digging gold fever subsided, the town is bustling again
because of the movie "City of Sadness" and becomes as the most popular and longest old street in Taiwan.
It provides a wide range of souvenirs and snacks, attracting a large number of tourists. If you come to
Jiufen do not miss the famous snack - the taro balls.
Wufengchi waterfalls: Wufengchi waterfalls is Yilan territory of the most famous scenic spots, because
the back of the waterfall has five peaks side by side, like a very triangular flag, named "Wufengqi", fresh
air, pleasant scenery
The Golden Car Whisky：Fortress uses the clear waters of the Central Mountains and the snow-capped
mountains. Under the influence of the Pacific Ocean water and the snow-capped mountains, the Golden
Car Whisky is mellow and fascinating. It is branded as "KAVALAN" and honors Yilan. At Golden Car Whisky,
you can not only experience the manufacturing process of whisky, but also taste its mellow flavor. It is the
world's first whisky brand to win the championship in subtropical countries.
Luodong Night Market: the more the more beautiful night, Ilan most famous snack street, almost all
concentrated in the LuoDong park around the park known as tapas, showing H-type distribution; there
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ZhangxiuXiongMiTaimu salty, smoked duck Li Buddha sent Chen Ting shoots Mie meat, Lee again light
broth, dragon legs, bean curd roll, rice soup, seafood, cheap and bowl, it really is to people in the snack
of choice.

Day 3 FRI Yilan-Hualien (B/L)
HOTEL: Hualian City or similar
Taiwanmazu～Suhua highway ～Taroko National Park～Jiuqudong Trail～Shakadang Trail～Eternal
Spring Shrine～Chihsing Tan Scenic Area～Impartial Street district
Taiwanmazu: Yilan local largest temple, due to incense heyday and create millions of tourist attractions
every year, the most well-known than its second floor and third floor of Taiwan's largest Golden Matsu
and Jade Matsu
Taroko National Park: Taroko is famous for its spectacular mountains and marble canyons. Cliffs and
canyons stretch along Liwu River. Four million years ago, the island of Taiwan was formed by the collision
of plates. After millions of years of wind erosion, the marble rocks were exposed and cut by Liwu River,
creating impressive grand canyons.
Jiuqudong Trail：It is a section of the marble cliffs of the Taroko Gorge. It has been reopened after many
years of closure! The beauty of the marble folds and landscapes along the way is spectacular! It is the
most beautiful trail in the Taroko area.
Shakadang Trail: the beautiful Taroko Gorge trail of a small and, along the way enjoy the beauty of
mountains and water Marble Canyon dialogue.
Impartial Street district: Hualien City, the most bustling business district, in addition to a wide range of
cheap clothing, the famous street fair and steamed buns, also the tourists will taste gourmet snacks.

Day 4 SAT Hualien (B/L)
HOTEL: Hualian City or similar
Pacific Sky Trail～Moon Cave～Tropic of Cancer～Eight Immortals Cave～Rei Suei Ranch～Dongdamen
Night Market
Moon Cave：is a natural small stalactite cave. The lake will rise and fall with the moon's profit and loss.
It is called the Moon Cave. The shape of the Moon Cave is very unique. There are many bats on the top.
With a few mysterious atmosphere, there are volts, stalagmites and bird's nests in the cave. Fossils, fish
head fossils, etc.; here, take a boat that is driven by a special person, and enjoy the lighting on the boat.
Rei Suei Ranch: This ranch is located besides Red Leaves Creek with very beautiful scenery, clean water,
fresh air, rich grasslands, and with potential for development of animal husbandry. The visiters can enjoy
fresh milk and milk bread.
Eight Immortals Cave: It is one of the famous scenic spots on the east coast. There are quite a lot of sea
caves to enjoy, and it is also the site of the earliest culture of Taiwan
Dongdamen Night Market: Hualien is the newest and largest tourist night market , the integration of local
and international tourist night market , food and cultural characteristics of the Hualien presented here ,
and there are quite a number of indigenous gourmet snacks.

Day 5 SUN Hualien - Yilan – Taipei (B/L)
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HOTEL: Fortune Inn or similar
Taiwan Theater～Jimmy Theme Park～The Happiness Transfer Station～Taipei 101(Observatory fee
own expenses)～Raohe Street Tourist Night Market
Taiwan Theater：Taiwan's first public local drama museum, with its functions of display, performance,
inheritance, collection, research, publishing and education promotion, is a collection of opera, opera,
Beiguan opera and puppet drama. An important place for drama assets.
Jimmy Theme Park: Located next to the train station of Jimmy’s hometown, it designed to create a park
according to the scenes of his book, such as "Turn Left, Turn Right" and "Star", illustrating the story and
the characters in front of you.
101 Taipei: Taiwan's tallest building, with a total height of 508 meters, the integration of modern art and
architectural features Chinese fengshui, there are around the world brand-name merchandise.
Raohe Street Tourist Night Market: It is 600 meters in length, near Shongshan Railway Station. There is a
decorated-archway in front of the entrance. There are various shops and stands in the night market. It
presents Taiwanese characteristic and is definitely a place worth visiting.
Day 6 MON Taipei (B/L)
HOTEL: Fortune Inn or similar
Shilin Residence～Vigor kobo～The Beitou Hot Springs Museum～Geothermal Valley～Dharma Drum
Mountain～Shihlin Night Market
Shilin Residence: It is the residence of President Chiang Kai-shek during his lifetime. Here you can feel
the style of life of President. It is reconstructed to an ecological park. From time to time it holds flower
shows for visitors to enjoy.
The Beitou Hot Springs Museum: is a public hot spring bath in Japan, so it is also known as the Beitou Hot
Spring Bath. With the progress of the times, it has been preserved as a memory of history and recorded
the history of the hot springs in the past.
Geothermal Valley：is one of the sources of Beitou Hot Springs. It is the hot spring with the highest
temperature in the Datunshan Group. The scenery of sulfur smoke has the reputation of “mineral jade
fog”; the hot spring pool is surrounded by railings, viewing pavilions and hydrophilic ditches. People can
soak their feet in the hydrophilic ditch, so that people can enjoy the authentic Beitou Hot Springs in the
geothermal valley.
Shihlin Night Market: One of the largest night markets in Taipei, famous at home and abroad in a variety
of traditional snacks, such as how big chicken, tofu, oyster omelet, frogs lay eggs, Shihlin sausage ... and
other Taiwanese snacks taste. Cheap clothes jewelry is also a good choice for shopping.

Day 7 TUE Taipei✈Sweet Home (B)
After breakfast, you are free at leisure till your departure transfer to Taoyuan C.K.S. Airport. Home Sweet
Home!
SHOPPING STOP ： Traditional Aboriginal Product, Tianlu Art Center, Pearl, Tea
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TWIN
1015

PRICE PER PERSON PER PACKAGE (MYR)
SINGLE SUPP
CHILD WITH BED
CHILD NO BED
580
810
610

TIPPING
110

*Black out period: CNY (20-28 Jan 2020)
INCLUSION
 Accommodation on TWIN SHARING BASIS
 Meal arrangement as per itinerary stated
 Transfer services on sharing basis as per itinerary stated
 Mandarin speaking guide or driver cum guide
EXCLUSION
 All international & domestic flights, taxes & fees
 Peak season surcharge (if applicable)
 Tipping for local tour guide / driver
 Travel insurance & visa application (if applicable)
 Beverages consumed during meal
 Porterages & any other services/items not mentioned
IMPORTANT NOTES
 Above rates in MYR are applicable for Malaysia Market and based on minimum 2 adults
travelling.
 All rates are subject to change without prior notice in the event of drastic fuel charges /
currency fluctuation.
 Itinerary is subject to change without prior notice in accordance to local requirement.
 Any unutilized services are non-refundable / non-transferable and will be forfeited.
 Full cancellation charge will be liable for no-show, late cancellation/amendment.
 Reservation is subject to availability upon request.
 Booking Period: 1 Jan 2020 – 25 Dec 2020
 Tour Code: FTT6B (GV2-7D20003A)
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